Three studies of different mobile-device hand postures are presented. The first study measures the performance of postures in Fitts' law tasks using one and two hands, thumbs and index fingers, horizontal and vertical movements, and front-and back-of-device interaction. Results indicate that the index finger performs well on both the front and the back of the device, and that thumb performance on the front of the device is generally worse. Fitts' law models are created and serve as a basis for comparisons. The second study examines the orientation of shapes on the front and back of a mobile device. It shows that participants' expectations of visual feedback for finger movements on the back of a device reverse the direction of their finger movements to favor a ''transparent device'' orientation. The third study examines letter-like gestures made on the front and back of a device. It confirms the performance of the index finger on the front of the device, while showing limitations in the ability for the index finger on the back to perform complex gestures. Taken together, these results provide an empirical foundation upon which new mobile interaction designs can be based. A set of design implications and recommendations are given based directly on the findings presented. r
Introduction
Mobile devices have been shrinking dramatically over recent years. Their small size has made them sufficiently portable to be used ''on the go'' while standing, walking, and riding. As a result of devices' nomadic use, it has become important to many designers to support mobile interaction without the need of a stylus. Examples include techniques for finger-driven touch screens (Karlson et al., 2005; Vogel and Baudisch, 2007) , capacitive sensing keypads (Rekimoto et al., 2003) , and text entry joysticks , all of which allow mobile devices to be controlled by fingers or thumbs, not styli. But although designers have begun to refine finger-and thumb-based interactions, the shrinking of devices has made these designs even more challenging, and devising new successful devices and interactions is difficult. For example, designers are currently exploring the use of the backs of mobile devices for interaction (Hiraoka et al., 2003; Sugimoto and Hiroki, 2006; Wigdor et al., 2007; Wobbrock et al., 2007) , which has potential benefits in that a user's hands do not obscure targets or suffer from poor pointing precision (Vogel and Baudisch, 2007) . But will such interactions be successful? How will a finger perform on the back of a device when the hand to which it belongs is also holding the device? How does an index finger on the back of a device compare to the thumb on the front (Fig. 1) ? Although extensive prototyping and experimentation can help answer these questions, a foundational empirical basis would provide insights into which designs are likely to be best, and why.
To this end, we present three studies of hand-posture performance with a mobile device. The first study examined one-and two-hand grips, thumbs and index fingers, frontand back-of-device interaction, and horizontal and vertical movements in Fitts' reciprocal pointing tasks designed to elicit the throughput of these postures. An interesting finding was that the index finger on the back of a device outperforms the thumb on the front of a device in horizontal movements.
The second study was designed to investigate how people interpret orientation on the fronts and backs of mobile devices. In this study, the orientations of letter shapes were captured on the front and back of a device with and without visual feedback. We found that the mere expectation of visual feedback actually reverses the orientation with which users write letters on the back of a device. Specifically, their orientation shifts from a motor-driven one to a visually-driven one.
The third study examined gesture-making on the front and back of a mobile device. The study had participants enter characters from the EdgeWrite alphabet while holding the device with the hand postures used in the first study. Results confirmed the superior performance of the index finger on the front of the device, and showed that letters can indeed be made by an index finger on the back of a device. However, performance of the index finger on the back was relatively worse for complex gestures than it was in simple moving and pointing tasks from the first study, indicating the types of tasks for which a back-of-device index finger is best suited.
Taken together, the results from these studies serve as a basis for mobile interaction design. Designers can benefit from these findings when creating new input and interaction techniques involving one or two hands, thumbs or index fingers, front-or back-of-device interactions, and horizontal or vertical movements. It is our hope that these results will help guide and influence the creation of successful interaction techniques and a new generation of highly interactive mobile devices.
Related work
The current work is related to research in multiple areas of human-computer interaction: (1) studies of human appendages using Fitts' law; (2) studies of thumb-and finger-driven techniques for mobile device interaction; and (3) previous prototypes that have used back-of-device interaction techniques. Although there are relevant findings in each of these areas, they have not been brought together to understand human performance with handheld devices or back-of-device interaction techniques.
Fitts' law studies of human performance

Prior work on throughput calculations
Fitts' law is a robust human performance model that predicts target acquisition times in rapid aimed movements (Fitts, 1954) . A rapid aimed movement is a closed-loop movement in which the performer can update and correct his motion. This contrasts with an open-loop movement (Schmidt et al., 1979) , in which the performer executes an initial ballistic movement that determines the entire course of uncorrected action, like throwing a dart. Attempting to acquire targets on a screen while looking at the screen usually involves closed-loop movements that can be modeled using Fitts' law . We therefore use Fitts' law as a basis for comparing hand postures in our first of three studies.
Because our related work and the current study rely heavily on it, we present the equation for Fitts' law here, using the popular Shannon formulation (MacKenzie, 1989 (MacKenzie, , 1992 :
In Eq. (1), MT is the predicted movement time, A is the distance (or amplitude) of movement, and W is the target size, a one-dimensional width. The a and b terms are empirically derived regression coefficients specific to a device and task. The log 2 term is called the index of difficulty (ID), and is measured in bits. The greater the ID, the more difficult, and therefore slower, the predicted acquisition. Importantly, 1/b is the index of performance (IP), which is a task-independent throughput measure in bits/second. IP values can be compared across studies as a way of determining performance. An important consideration in examining prior studies of throughput is whether or not the speed-accuracy tradeoff was normalized using Crossman's correction for effective target width (Crossman, 1957; Welford, 1968) . This correction adjusts the W parameter in the ID calculation based on the dispersion of selection endpoints; that is, the accuracy of the performer. Owing to its information-theoretic basis, Fitts' law assumes an approximate 4% error rate. When this error rate is not observed, participants are being overly careful or not careful enough in their aimed movements. They are either under utilizing ARTICLE IN PRESS or over utilizing the target width W. Crossman's correction adjusts W to enforce a 4% post hoc error rate so that throughputs are comparable.
1 It relies on the following calculation of W e , the effective target width:
The SD x term refers to the standard deviation of endpoint coordinates in the x-dimension for a one-dimensional horizontal movement task (SD y would replace SD x for a vertical movement task). A theoretical explanation of Crossman's correction is beyond the current scope; interested readers are directed to prior literature (Crossman, 1957; Welford, 1968; MacKenzie, 1992; Soukoreff and MacKenzie, 2004 ). Crossman's correction then defines an effective ID, called ID e , using W e :
The result of using Eq. (3) in the equation for MT prediction (Eq. (1)) is that throughputs (IP) can be equitably compared even when participants perform at different points along the speed-accuracy continuum.
Another result is that after the removal of clear outliers, error trials can be retained and not discarded (MacKenzie and Soukoreff, 2003; Soukoreff and MacKenzie, 2004) . When comparing our throughput results in this paper to those of prior studies, it will be important to note whether ID e or ID was used; if the latter, throughputs are generally inflated. In this paper, our throughput results for different hand postures are calculated using ID e , although we include results using ID to facilitate comparisons with prior studies.
Prior studies of appendages using Fitts' law
Some prior studies that used Fitts' law to quantify the performance of human appendages are relevant to the current work. The study by Balakrishnan and MacKenzie (1997) compared throughputs of the index finger, wrist, and forearm, finding that the throughput of the unsupported index finger, at about 3.0 bits/s, was much less than previously reported by Langolf et al. (1976) . The wrist and forearm were shown to have throughputs of about 4.1 bits/s. Zhai et al. (1996) compared a glove, which did not employ fingers, to a FingerBall, which did employ fingers, in a six degree-of-freedom docking task. They found that the latter achieved much better throughput, supporting the popular hypothesis that involving fingers in input device manipulation leads to high performance. Gokturk and Sibert (1999) examined this hypothesis directly by studying the index finger as a pointing device. They found pointing with the index finger to have a throughput of 5.53 bits/s for horizontal movement and 4.97 bits/s for vertical movement. However, these values are probably based on uncorrected IDs and would probably be lower if normalized. Nonetheless, their finding that horizontal movement results in higher throughputs than vertical movement is a finding verified by the current work.
As part of developing a model for text entry speeds on mobile phones, Silfverberg et al. (2000) conducted a Fitts' law study of one-handed thumb tapping and two-handed index finger tapping on a mobile phone keypad. They found that the throughput of the index finger was about 23.1% higher than that of the thumb for this task.
Other work has shown the benefits of having the nondominant hand set the frame of reference for interaction while the dominant hand manipulates details within that frame (Buxton and Myers, 1986; Guiard, 1987; MacKenzie and Guiard, 2001) . These findings are supported by our results, which indicate that throughputs for two-handed postures, where one hand holds a device while another operates it, are generally better than throughputs for onehanded postures, where the same hand holds the device and operates it. While this may not be particularly surprising, a contribution of these findings is in providing the magnitudes of these results, and supporting comparisons across formerly untested postures.
Thumb-and finger-based mobile device interaction
Owing to the widespread popularity of PDAs and hybrid PDA-phones, much recent attention has been paid to improving interaction with these devices. In particular, users often do not want to remove a stylus to interact with a device, preferring instead to use their index finger or thumb for quick access . Guided by this motivation, Parhi et al. (2006) studied thumb-based interaction on PDA screens to determine the minimum target size necessary for accurate input. They found that targets of size 9.6 mm exhibited the same low error rate as larger targets, and that this value serves as a recommended minimum target size. Despite having a stated awareness of Fitts' law, this study did not evaluate enough target sizes and distances with a sufficient number of trials to create throughput measures of thumb performance.
Other efforts have focused on prototyping new designs for thumb-or finger-based interaction with mobile devices. Hirotaka (2003) clarified the importance of designing mobile phones for one-handed use, focusing on changes to the phone's form factor to enhance one-handed thumb performance. Specifically, the thumb's effective range of motion was measured at 68.11. However, no formal evaluation was carried out on the new design, although participants were reported as having liked its feeling.
AppLens and LaunchTile were designed specifically to support one-handed thumb-based use of mobile phones and PDAs (Karlson et al., 2005) . AppLens is a mobile application shell that provides access to programs in a zoomable 9 Â 9 grid via fisheye distortion, an on-screen object cursor, and a minimal thumb-based gesture vocabulary. LaunchTile uses a central ''thumb widget'' to zoom into a 36 Â 36 application grid revealing 4 Â 4 sub-grids and individual applications. Studies indicate that participants could quickly learn the AppLens gestures, and that overall they preferred AppLens to LaunchTile. Pirhonen et al. (2002) developed the TouchPlayer, a finger-based gesture interface for controlling music playback on a Pocket PC without visual attention. The Pocket PC was mounted on the user's belt, and whole-screen gestures executed media player commands like next/ previous track, and volume up/down. Non-speech audio feedback informed the user of the system's response. Lumsden and Brewster (2003) built on this idea by providing progressive audio feedback as finger gestures were made on a Pocket PC, finding that such feedback increased the accuracy of users' gestures.
Shift is a technique for enhancing pointing precision on mobile touch screens using the index finger (Vogel and Baudisch, 2007) . Prior finger-based pointing techniques suffered from two problems, which Shift remedies: the occlusion caused by the hand, and the lack of precision caused by fingers that are larger than many targets. Prior to Shift, the Offset Cursor was a popular design that placed the selection point a standard distance above the finger contact point (Potter et al., 1988; Sears and Shneiderman, 1991) . But the Offset Cursor required users to ''aim low'' in anticipation of the constant offset, ruining the possibility of direct-touch for large targets. Shift allows direct-touch on large targets, and uses a callout in which fine adjustments can be made for small targets. Like Offset Cursor, Shift uses lift-off to trigger selection, which is also used in the current study.
Previous back-of-device prototypes
A few recent prototypes and design concepts have emerged that attempt to utilize interaction on the back of a device. The idea is obvious enough when one observes the natural placement of the fingers on the back of a device when the device is being held. However, until now, no research has studied the motor performance of such hand postures.
Behind Touch placed a mobile phone keypad with raised tactile bumps on the back of a device, allowing users to first touch their desired key while previewing it on-screen, and then to confirm it by pressing harder (Hiraoka et al., 2003) . HybridTouch mounted a touchpad on the back of a PDA to support finger-based vertical and horizontal scrolling with one hand while manipulating the stylus with the other (Sugimoto and Hiroki, 2006) . A prototype by Silfverberg et al. (2006) used two separate back-of-device touchpads, one for zooming and another for panning (Fig. 2) .
Some futuristic designs have also portrayed back-ofdevice interaction as concept sketches. Gummi is a design concept for a bendable handheld computer that used a rear touch-surface that can be manipulated by either set of fingers holding the pliable device (Schwesig et al., 2004) . A study of phones throughout history to inspire new design ideas resulted in a screen-controlling touchpad region placed on the back of a futuristic mobile phone (Cheng and Buur, 2004) . Both have the nice property of freeing up screen real estate on the front of the device.
A key problem in back-of-device interaction is that of occlusion, where the user's hands are obscured by the device itself. This problem was evident in Wigdor et al.'s (2006) study of ''under the table'' interaction, which found that targets had to be at least 4.5 cm in diameter for users to acquire them when unable to see their fingers. LucidTouch is a recent prototype that attempts to solve this problem by displaying users' hands on the screen (Wigdor et al., 2007) . The prototype accomplished this with a camera mounted on a boom off the back of a device. Ideally, future prototypes would exchange the camera for a more subtle sensor.
Text entry systems have also employed limited back-ofdevice interaction. The Twiddler handheld chording keyboard enforces a grip wherein the user's fingers manipulate ARTICLE IN PRESS (2003) prototype. In the right image, the left touchpad is used to pan in four directions, and the right touchpad is used to zoom. Used with permission. a set of keys on the backside of a controller (Lyons et al., 2004) . The ChordTap system integrated three buttons on the back of a mobile phone that could be used by the fingers to disambiguate which letter the user desired as they pressed a key on the phone's front with the thumb (Wigdor and Balakrishnan, 2004) . Recently, Wobbrock et al. (2007) embedded an isometric joystick in the back of a mobile phone to be used with the index finger in entering letter-like gestures from the EdgeWrite alphabet. Their study found that text entry speeds with this back joystick were about 70% of the speeds achieved on the front of the device with an identical joystick operated by the thumb.
Throughput of hand postures on a mobile device
In our first of three studies, we examined the performance of various hand postures in Fitts' reciprocal pointing tasks (Fitts, 1954; MacKenzie, 1992) . Our goals were (1) to understand which hand postures were most effective for finger-based interaction with a mobile device, and (2) to determine which postural factors affected performance. The factors considered were one or two hands, index finger or thumb, front or back of device, and horizontal or vertical movement. Movement times, error rates, and nominal and corrected Fitts' law models were obtained for these conditions. These findings will help inform designers of mobile interaction techniques and provide modelers with useful parameters.
Method
Participants
Sixteen participants (9 male, 7 female) participated in our study. These participants were recruited from the local university communities. The only inclusion criterion was that participants were all right-handed. Participants' average age was 23.7 years (SD ¼ 3.5). In a posttest questionnaire, all 16 participants indicated that they used a computer for ''more than a few minutes each day.'' Eight participants said they used a touchpad daily as part of a laptop computer. None of the participants indicated that they used a PDA daily, but six said they owned a PDA but no longer used it regularly. Ten participants regularly used mobile phones.
Apparatus
In order to isolate the physical performance of hand postures on a mobile device, we had to create an experiment apparatus that circumvented the two wellknown perceptual problems of direct-touch on touch screens, namely the occlusion caused by the user's hand and the unwieldy ''fat finger'' that creates an uncertain touch location (Potter et al., 1988; Sears and Shneiderman, 1991; Vogel and Baudisch, 2007; Wigdor et al., 2007) . We argue that innovations in display and sensing technologies will continue to ameliorate these problems, and therefore they should not confound our results. The simplest and most intuitive way to circumvent these two problems was to separate the output display from the physical mobile device, a simple strategy employed in prior studies (Silfverberg, 2003; Wobbrock et al., 2007) . Note that studies of mouse pointing necessarily do the same thing, since any physical mouse is distinct from the desktop monitor. Also, users of touchpads are accustomed to the separation of input and output surfaces. Given the close proximity of our mobile device to the output display, we had no reason to suspect that this decoupling caused any changes in our findings. No participants remarked at discomfort or uncertainty regarding this technique. For our study, we used a stand-alone Synaptics touchpad ( Fig. 3a ) rotated 901 as a simulated mobile device (Fig. 3b) . The touchpad's dimensions were nearly identical to those of the Palm Vx PDA, and its sensing surface had the same aspect ratio as the Palm Vx screen. A simulated iPAQ screen ( Fig. 3c ) was portrayed on a Dell 1800FP 18 00 flat screen monitor set to 32-bit color and 1280 Â 1024 resolution. At this resolution, the iPAQ screen had a physical height and width of about 3.6 00 Â 2.7 00 . The touchpad's sensing surface measured 2.4 00 Â 1.8 00 . Thus, the control-display gain was 1.5.
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The touchpad was mapped in absolute mode to the simulated iPAQ screen, i.e., the upper-left corner of the touchpad directly corresponded to the upper-left corner of the iPAQ screen. We chose absolute mapping for three reasons: (1) it is the customary manner in which mobile device touch screens are used, (2) it has been shown to be faster than relative mapping for difficult selection tasks (Arnaut and Greenstein, 1986; Epps et al., 1986) , and (3) absolute mode does not necessitate ''clutching'' (repeated lifting and swiping) as relative mode often does (MacKenzie and Oniszczak, 1998) . Participants sat holding the touchpad in front of the monitor while looking at the simulated iPAQ display. They understood the mapping of the touchpad to the iPAQ screen and gave no indication of confusion in this regard.
We showed participants' finger or thumb location on the iPAQ screen as a bright red dot. When the dot entered the current target, it turned from red to blue (Fig. 3c ). The location of the dot for a finger on the back of the device would be as if the finger were visible directly through the device, similar to LucidTouch (Wigdor et al., 2007) . The position of the finger on the touchpad was read every 12.5 ms (80 Hz). A C# program running on Windows XP installed on a Dell Optiplex GX270 with 1 GB RAM and a 2.4 GHz processor presented trials and logged movements across the touchpad as (x, y, t) points with timestamps of 10 À7 s precision and 10 À3 resolution.
Procedure
The experiment presented participants with a variety of vertical and horizontal bar targets common to 1-D Fitts' law experiments. Participants were instructed to move their thumb or index finger across the touchpad surface to acquire targets quickly and accurately. The current target was highlighted in green, while the inactive target was gray (Fig. 3c) . Target selection was implemented using lift-off (sometimes called take-away) as in many prior systems (Potter et al., 1988; Sears and Shneiderman, 1991; Parhi et al., 2006; Wigdor et al., 2006; Vogel and Baudisch, 2007) . Although lift-off has known drawbacks (Buxton et al., 1985; Vogel and Baudisch, 2007) , its continued use and refinement makes it the de facto standard for these types of interactions.
If the finger was lifted outside the target, an error sound was played. Regardless of whether a given target was hit or missed, the opposite target became the active one. Participants were instructed to return their finger to the touchpad immediately after lifting and proceed to the next target. When the finger was off the touchpad, no location was shown. No targets were placed along the extreme edges of the iPAQ display so that device edges played no role.
Before the first set of trials, participants were told how to use the touchpad. They were shown how to hold the device according to the postures shown in Fig. 4 and given one set of 14 practice trials to perform. During the actual test, participants performed four practice trials and 10 test trials per condition. Participants were instructed not to miss more than one test target every two sets of 10, or about 1/20 ¼ 5% of test trials. 
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Design and analysis
The experiment was a within-subjects factorial design with the following factors and levels: For A and W, one unit equaled eight pixels on the simulated iPAQ screen and about 0.059 00 (1.5 mm) on the touchpad. These levels of A and W were taken from a prior study (Balakrishnan and MacKenzie, 1997) . We use ID as a continuous factor ranging from 1.32 to 4.64 bits.
Each combination of Hands, Finger, Side, Direction, A, and W was administered to 16 participants, resulting in 2 4 Â 3 2 Â 10 Â 16 ¼ 23,040 total test trials. The first three factors-Hands, Finger, and Side-are the ''postural factors'' and determined the eight postures shown in Fig. 4 . The postural factors were assigned to participants using a randomized Latin Square. Within each posture, the 18 Direction, A, and W combinations were administered randomly without replacement. Dependent measures were the average movement times and error rates for each set of 10 trials in a given condition.
Our movement time data were analyzed using a mixedeffects model analysis of variance with repeated measures (Littell et al., 1996b; Schuster and von Eye, 2001) . Hands, Finger, Side, Direction, and ID were modeled as fixed effects, and Participant was correctly modeled as a random effect (Littell et al., 1996a; Frederick, 1999; Schuster and von Eye, 2001 ). Mixed-effects models typically retain larger denominator degrees of freedom (dfs) than traditional multivariate methods. But these larger dfs do not make detection of significance easier due to the use of wider confidence intervals based on population estimates (Frederick, 1999) . After screening high-order effects for non-significance, our analysis model retained interactions to the third degree. In our results, we omit reporting the effects of ID since these effects are expected (i.e., trials with higher IDs were significantly slower and more error prone than easier ones).
Error rate data often do not conform to the assumptions underlying analyses of variance. Often errors are rare, creating a skew towards 0%. Our error rate data were no exception, violating the normality assumption. However, Poisson regression is well-suited to analyzing these data when they are viewed as error counts (Vermunt, 1997 ). The overall model was significant (w 2 ð40;N¼1280Þ ¼ 782:95, po0.0001). Upon inspection, it was clear that Poisson regression was more conservative in its determination of significance than an improperly applied analysis of variance.
Results
Adjustment of data
A benefit of using Crossman's correction for normalizing the speed-accuracy tradeoff is that all misses do not have to be discarded (MacKenzie and Soukoreff, 2003; Soukoreff and MacKenzie, 2004) . However, as in prior studies (MacKenzie et al., 1991; Balakrishnan and MacKenzie, 1997) , we regarded outliers as unrepresentative slips and removed them. Outliers were determined by trials whose selection coordinates were more than two 2 standard deviations from the mean selection coordinate on a given set of 10 trials. Means and standard deviations were calculated for each participant, and for each combination of Hands, Finger, Side, Direction, A, and W. There were 865/23,040 outlier trials (3.8%). Also, trials that followed a miss were removed, since the movement amplitude A of such trials would not be controlled. There were 1592/ 23,040 such trials (6.9%), 1389 of which were not outliers. Thus, a total of 2254/23,040 trials were removed from our data (9.8%).
A test for order effects revealed a significant effect of posture order on movement time (F 7,1144 ¼ 11.50, po0.0001). However, because our counterbalancing approach presents each posture in each test position an equal number of times, improvement over postures is acceptable so long as no posture is affected asymmetrically. Tests for interactions between posture order and all postural factors shows no significant results, indicating presentation order did not unduly favor one posture over another.
Movement times
The grand mean movement time (MT) was 1468 ms (SD ¼ 166). Means and standard deviations for Hands, Finger, Side, and Direction and their combinations are shown in Table 1 .
From the table, we can see that two-handed postures were generally faster than one-handed postures at 1360 vs. 1575 ms, respectively. This difference was significant for Hands on MT (F 1,1239 ¼ 40.10, po0.0001). Index fingers were faster than thumbs at 1408 vs. 1527 ms, respectively; this resulted in a significant effect of Finger on MT (F 1,1239 ¼ 12.36, po0.001). Coincidentally, the same two means were obtained for horizontal and vertical movement times (1408 vs. 1527 ms, respectively), resulting in a significant effect of Direction (F 1,1239 ¼ 12.44, po0.001).
Interestingly, there was no significant main effect of Side on MT (F 1,1239 ¼ 2.20, n.s.). Table 1 shows that front-and back-of-device interactions generally took about the same amount of time: 1442 vs. 1493 ms, respectively. Upon closer examination, we see that although index fingers and thumbs performed similarly on the front of the device, thumbs slowed when moving to the back, but index fingers did not (Fig. 5a ). This is confirmed by a significant FingerÃSide interaction (F 1,1239 ¼ 4.73, po0.05). Further, although index fingers and thumbs performed similarly for vertical movements, index fingers sped up more than thumbs did for horizontal movements (Fig. 5b) . This is indicated by a marginal FingerÃDirection interaction (F 1,1239 ¼ 3.22, p ¼ 0.07). Finally, these two interactions affected each other disproportionately: when moving from the front to the back of the device, index fingers and thumbs were similarly slowed for horizontal motion but not for vertical motion, as index fingers sped up while thumbs slowed down (Fig. 6) . This resulted in a significant FingerÃSideÃDirection interaction (F 1,1239 ¼ 4.85, po0.05).
For one-handed postures, the two fastest conditions were the index finger in horizontal movements on the front and back of the device. Particularly noteworthy is that Letters A-P correspond to those appearing in Fig. 8 . these postures were both faster than the thumb on the front, which is commonly employed in many mobile device interactions. The two slowest postures were the index finger on the front and the thumb on the back, both in vertical movements. For two-handed postures, the two fastest conditions were again the index finger in horizontal movements on the front and back of the device. As in the results for one hand, these were both faster than the thumb on the front. The two slowest postures were the thumb in vertical movements on the front and back of the device.
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Error rates
The grand mean error rate was 6.67% (SD ¼ 3.91%). Along with movement times, error means and standard deviations for Hands, Finger, Side, and Direction and their combinations are shown in Table 1 .
From the table, we can see that two-handed postures were generally more accurate than one-handed postures at 4.62% vs. 8.73% errors, respectively. This difference was significant for Hands (w 2 ð1;N¼1280Þ ¼ 34:51, po0.0001). Further, index fingers were more accurate than thumbs at 5.26% vs. 8.09% errors, respectively, which was significant for Finger (w 2 ð1;N¼1280Þ ¼ 5:23, po0.05). The front of the device was more accurate than the back at 5.96% vs. 7.39% errors, respectively. Thus, unlike for MT, for errors there was a significant effect of Side (w 2 ð1;N¼1280Þ ¼ 5:34, po0.05).
Horizontal movement was also more accurate than vertical movement at 4.98% vs. 8.37% errors, respectively, which was significant for Direction (w 2 ð1;N¼1280Þ ¼ 7:80, po0.01). An examination of interactions shows an interesting interaction for HandsÃFingerÃSide (w 2 ð1;N¼1280Þ ¼ 6:32, po0.05). As shown in Fig. 7 , when using two hands, error rates increase about equally for thumbs and index fingers when comparing the front to the back of the device. But when using only one hand, the error rates for thumbs on the back dramatically increase, while the index finger error rate actually decreases. This again confirms the promise of using index fingers on the backs of devices for interaction. No other effects or interactions were significant for errors.
For one-handed conditions, the two most accurate postures were the index finger in horizontal movements on the front and back of the device. These were also the two fastest postures. They were both more accurate than the thumb on the front of the device. The two least accurate postures were also the slowest: the index finger on the front and the thumb on the back, both in vertical movements. Thus, the one-handed error rates mimic their movement time results.
For two-handed conditions, the two most accurate postures were again the index finger in horizontal movements on the front and back of the device. As in the results for one hand, these were both more accurate than the thumb on the front. Again, the two least accurate postures ARTICLE IN PRESS were also the slowest: the thumb in vertical movements on the front and back of the device. Thus, the two-handed error rates mimic their movement time results.
An error rate Â movement time plot of all eight postures in both movement directions is shown in Fig. 8 . Points closer to the origin are faster and more accurate, while points toward the upper-right are slower and more error prone. Note how bold letters (A-D, I-L) are generally closer to the origin than non-bold letters (E-H, M-P) within each hand, indicating the superior performance of the index finger to the thumb. Note also how blue shapes are generally closer to the origin than red shapes, indicating the superior performance of horizontal to vertical movements. Also, note the general mixing of dashed and solid shapes, indicating the generally comparable performance of front and back of device postures. Finally, note the infiltration of points A and C (circles) into solid twohanded territory (squares). In other words, one-handed index finger horizontal movements appear to be competitive with some two-handed postures on both the front and back of the device, opening new possibilities for design. It is interesting that both of these postures are superior to the one-handed thumb-on-front postures (G, H), which are commonly used to manipulate current mobile devices.
Fitts' law and throughputs
We can formalize the performance of our hand postures while accommodating the speed-accuracy tradeoff by fitting our data to corrected Fitts' law models using ID e . For comparisons, we also fit our data using the traditional method of discarding error trials and using nominal IDs (MacKenzie and Soukoreff, 2003; Soukoreff and MacKenzie, 2004) . Equations for these models are shown in Table 2 . Most have very high correlations (R 2 X0.90). For one-handed postures (Fig. 9a) , the two conditions with the highest index of performance (IP) were index fingers on the front (C) and back (A) in horizontal movement. The lowest IPs were for vertical movement with the index finger on the front (D) and the thumb on the back (F). For two hands (Fig. 9b) , the highest IPs were for index fingers on the front in horizontal motion (K) and on the back in vertical motion (J). The lowest two-hand IPs were for vertical motion with the thumb on the front (P) and back (N). These comparisons hold for both the ID e and ID models, although the entire rank-order of all 16 throughputs is not quite identical.
In general, our corrected throughputs are a bit lower than what has been reported in prior studies (Balakrishnan and MacKenzie, 1997; Gokturk and Sibert, 1999) , but our nominal models are similar to prior results. Unlike prior studies of finger pointing, however, our task involved finger dragging, since participants had to be in contact with the device in order to see their finger position. Dragging expectedly lowers throughputs (MacKenzie et al., 1991) , but it represents the current state-of-the-art for back-ofdevice (or under-the-table) interaction, since the finger position must be communicated to the user prior to selection (Wigdor et al., 2006) . Although cutting-edge prototypes are attempting to overcome these limitations (Wigdor et al., 2007) , much progress is still necessary before back-of-device target acquisition can be accomplished without need of localizing contact with the device. As for front-of-device interactions, although direct touch is possible, its drawbacks have prompted the creation of techniques that involve initial contact with the device prior to lift-off selection (Potter et al., 1988; Sears and Shneiderman, 1991; Vogel and Baudisch, 2007) . Thus, our experiment and resulting throughput measures are relevant to both current and future designs for front-and back-ofdevice interaction.
Orientations on the front and back of a device
Our first study examined fundamental movement performance in various hand postures on the front and back of a mobile device. Other aspects of front-and back-ofdevice interaction are also worthy of investigation. One question is how perceptions of shape orientation are affected by postures on different sides of a device, and whether or not visual feedback affects those perceptions. Our second study examined these issues.
Method
The same 16 participants from the first study participated in the second study. The same apparatus was used, except that no Fitts' reciprocal pointing task was visible. Table 1 for precise numeric values and matching letter codes.
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Instead, participants wrote four capital letters on both sides (front and back) of three surfaces: Opaque paper Device without visual feedback of the stroke Device with visual feedback of the stroke In the conditions with opaque paper, participants used a heavy felt pen on thick white paper. In the condition without visual feedback, participants could not see the computer monitor as they moved their finger on the touchpad, which was held vertically to mimic a PDA as in the first study. In the condition with visual feedback, a persistent stroke trace was displayed on the simulated iPAQ screen. This trace was rendered as if the user's finger were visible directly through the device (Fig. 10) .
For all 2 sides Â 3 surfaces ¼ 6 conditions, participants wrote capital E, O, U, and L letters, which were chosen for their different symmetries with respect to the horizontal and vertical axes (Fig. 11) . Whether a participant first wrote on the front or back of a given surface was random, but participants always used the surfaces in the order listed above to prevent bias from the visual feedback conditions affecting the other conditions. The dependent measures were the orientations of the traces relative to the surfaces on which they were drawn.
As shown in Fig. 10 , the key issue was whether participants moved their fingers on the back of the device according to the usual motor pattern for making such letters, or in a motorreversed fashion in order to produce a visually correct result as if they were looking through the paper or device.
Results
Participants wrote all four letters E, O, U, and L in a consistent manner regarding orientation. Thus, letter symmetry did not have any effect. In writing these letters in the 2 sides Â 3 surfaces ¼ 6 conditions, participants exhibited one of two different orientations:
Visual-correct: If one could see through the surface of the device, the path would appear correct. Relative to the hand that created it, this path shows a motorreversed pattern. (Fig. 10 is an example of this.)
Motor-correct: If one could see through the surface of the device, the path would appear mirrored. Relative to the hand that created it, this path would exhibit the usual motor pattern. Letters A-P correspond to those appearing in Fig. 9 .
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Note that on the front sides of our three surfaces, the visual-correct and motor-correct schemes describe the same behavior because the motor pattern is articulated in plain sight. On the back of the device, however, these two orientations differ by reflection over the vertical axis. Table 2 for precise numeric values and matching letter codes. Fig. 10 . Our hypothetical device from Fig. 1, now showing a stroke-trace for the letter ''C''. For ''C'' to appear correct to a user looking ''through'' the device, the motor pattern executed by the finger must be reversed (i.e., mirrored). It was unknown if participants would exhibit this behavior, or whether they would prefer to execute familiar motor patterns. Fig. 11 . The capital letters E, O, U, and L entered by participants on 2 sides Â 3 surfaces. These letters were chosen because they exhibit different symmetries.
As shown in Fig. 12 , no participants (0/16) wrote in mirror images on the fronts of any surfaces. That is, they all wrote in the motor-correct fashion. This is no surprise.
For the opaque paper condition, 11 of 16 participants (68.8%) wrote in a motor-correct fashion on the back. When using the device without any visual feedback, 10 of 16 participants (62.5%) wrote in a motor-correct fashion on the back. Surprisingly, however, when using the device with visual feedback, only 3 of 16 participants (18.8%) wrote in a motor-correct fashion on the back. Importantly, the 13 participants who wrote in a visual-correct manner did not first begin in a motor-correct fashion and then switch directions. In fact, they began their trace in a visual-correct fashion despite most of them having just done the opposite in the two previous conditions! It therefore seems that the mere expectation of seeing their output on the simulated iPAQ display caused many of them to reverse their motor pattern. This finding has implications for the design of systems that involve back-of-device motor behavior. If finger movements are to be displayed to the user, a visualcorrect mapping should be used; otherwise, a motor-correct mapping may be used, or at the very least, it should be supplied as an option.
Nonparametric tests of proportions yielded significant differences between the paper and visual feedback conditions (z ¼ 2.85, po0.01) and between the two device conditions (z ¼ 2.52, po0.05). These findings are supported by prior psychological work on identification of letter traces on various surfaces of the body, e.g., on the back and front of the hand (Parsons and Shimojo, 1987) . The findings are also supported by recent prototypes using an index finger on the back of a mobile phone for joystickbased text entry (Wobbrock et al., 2007) .
Unistrokes on the front and back of a device
The third study combined elements from the first two. Like the first study, our third study measured the speed and error rate performance of hand postures. Like the second study, it involved the making of letters on the front and back of a device. But whereas the first study was a ''pure performance'' study designed to measure and model throughput, the third study was more applied, investigating whether participants could make unistroke characters on the front and back of a device. This would require participants to make composite motions beyond simple horizontal and vertical movements as they did in the first study.
Method
The same 16 participants entered letters from the EdgeWrite alphabet using various hand postures on the front and back of a device. The EdgeWrite alphabet (Fig. 13) is a unistroke alphabet (Goldberg and Richardson, 1993 ) designed for accessibility that uses physical edges to guide the finger on a touchpad, resulting in higher physical stability and passive haptic feedback (Wobbrock et al., , 2004 . Although another recent prototype put EdgeWrite on the back of a mobile phone using an isometric joystick , this prototype lacked the physical edges or haptic qualities of the version used for this study.
Participants used the same apparatus as in the two prior studies but with one modification: the touchpad was augmented with a clear plastic template containing a square hole measuring 0.87 00 on a side (Fig. 14a) . The square hole defined the EdgeWrite input area and corresponded to a square area displayed on the simulated iPAQ screen (Fig. 14b) . Strokes made within the physical ARTICLE IN PRESS Fig. 12 . Proportions of motor-and visual-correct orientations on 2 sides Â 3 surfaces. The interesting result shown here is that the expectation of visual feedback when writing on the back of a device causes most users to switch from a motor-correct to visual-correct movement scheme. Fig. 13 . The EdgeWrite letters. Note that these images are stylized with bowed arcs to indicate the order that the corners should be hit. All movement, however, is in straight lines along edges or diagonals and into corners.
square on the touchpad were drawn in the corresponding square on the iPAQ.
For a given posture, participants were prompted with each letter of the EdgeWrite alphabet and asked to enter it three times ''quickly and accurately.'' The EdgeWrite stroke for each letter was also depicted (Fig. 14c ) because participants were not familiar with the EdgeWrite alphabet. Our goal was to isolate participants' motor performance, not test their ability to learn the gestures. After a participant performed a stroke, the resulting letter appeared below the EdgeWrite stroke depiction. If the participant's entry was correct, the resulting letter was shown in black; otherwise, it was shown in red and an audible error beep was played. We chose this design over a phrase-based text entry study because of participants' unfamiliarity with EdgeWrite. As stated, our interest was in isolating motor performance.
As in the first study, postures were determined by the combinations of the Hands, Finger, and Side factors. However, due to the poor performance of the thumb on the back, we omitted these two postures. Thus, participants used 2 3 -2 ¼ 6 postures in all. The postures were assigned to participants according to a randomized Latin Square. In each posture, they entered 78 letters, for a total of 16 Â 6 Â 78 ¼ 7488 total letters for the study. Dependent measures were participants' average letter speeds and error rates over the 78 characters for a given posture. Letter speeds were measured from the time the finger contacted the touchpad until the finger was lifted.
Results
Letter times
A test for order effects revealed no significant effect of posture order on letter time (F 5,51 ¼ 1.97, n.s.). Furthermore, no interactions involving posture order and the three postural factors were significant. These results indicate adequate counterbalancing.
Trials for incorrect letters were omitted from the analysis of letter times. This excluded 1016/7488 entries (13.6%). Average letter times for the six postures are shown in Fig. 15 . These data showed significant main effects for Hands (F 1,75 ¼ 5.14, po0.05), Finger (F 1,75 ¼ 4.46, po0.05), and Side (F 1,75 ¼ 14.88, po0.001). However, no interactions among Hands, Finger, and Side were significant.
For one-handed postures, the index finger on the front of the device was fastest (1.96 s), the thumb on the front was next (2.20 s), and the index finger on the back was the slowest (2.30 s). This ordering was the same for two-handed postures: index-on-front (1.76 s), thumb-on-front (1.92 s), and index-on-back (2.15 s). The speed of the index-on-front poses is reminiscent of our first study results in which oneand two-handed postures with the index-on-front moving horizontally were the fastest within their respective number of hands. 
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Error rate
Unlike our first study, in which errors were relatively rare, errors in the third study were more common and were more appropriately analyzed with an analysis of variance than a Poisson regression model.
As noted in the previous section, the total number of errors was 1016/7488 entries (13.6%). Average letter errors for the six postures are shown in Fig. 16 . These data showed significant main effects for Hands (F 1,75 ¼ 5.58, po0.05) and Side (F 1,75 ¼ 6.54, po0.05) but not Finger (F 1,75 ¼ 0.79, n.s.). However, as with letter times, no interactions among these factors were significant.
The error rates of two-handed postures followed the rank-ordering of letter times, but the error rates of onehanded postures did not. For one-handed postures, the thumb had the lowest error rate (11.9%), followed by the index finger on front (16.7%), and the index finger on back (20.6%). For two-handed postures, the index finger on the front had the lowest error rate (8.3%), the thumb was second (9.9%), and the index finger on the back was third (13.9%).
In this study, the error rates for two-hands are also reminiscent of the error results in the first study. But for one hand, the thumb, which was the most accurate here, fared relatively worse in the first study. However, the onehanded thumb was about 0.24 s slower than the onehanded index finger on the front, so there is a speed-accuracy tradeoff at work.
One way to combine speed and accuracy into a single measure is to create an adjusted speed by penalizing raw speed based on the number of errors (Wobbrock, 2007) . We can do this with the following equation:
Eq. (4) defines the adjusted letter time (LT adj ) as an accuracy-based increase of the raw letter time (LT raw ). In this case, the accuracy-based increase is 1 plus the rate of letter errors (LE). Thus, perfect accuracy results in exactly the raw letter times. On the other hand, if participants made 10% errors, the raw letter times would be increased by 10%. Fig. 17 shows the adjusted letter times for the six postures. The relative orderings are unchanged from the raw letter times, but there is a greater separation of scores.
Discussion and design implications
At the conclusion of all three studies, it is appropriate to ask, ''What are the lessons here?'' This section answers this question for each of the three studies, highlighting their main findings and implications for design.
The first study showed how various postural factors affect finger speed and accuracy in target selection with a mobile device. For both one and two hands, the index finger performed surprisingly well, especially on the back of the device; in many cases, it had lower movement times and error rates than the thumb on the front. The two best throughputs for both one and two hands involved index fingers on the front and on the back. This is particularly interesting in light of the fact that most modern mobile devices, particularly mobile phones and mini-QWERTY devices, are designed for heavy thumb-based use. These performance results suggest that there may be opportunities for using the index finger on the back of a mobile device-perhaps not as a replacement to thumb-on-front techniques, but as a complement to them.
However, these findings must be accompanied by an awareness of the susceptibility of the postures to movement direction, particularly on the back of the device. Most postures were generally more successful in making horizontal movements than they were in making vertical ones. This was particularly evident for the index finger on the ARTICLE IN PRESS front and back of the device. For both one and two hands, the index finger on the front of the device moving horizontally was the fastest and most accurate posture. The second best posture in both speed and errors was the index finger on the back of the device, again moving horizontally. But vertical movements were much more challenging, particularly with one hand or with the thumb. The design implications are clear enough: devices and user interfaces should support horizontal motion whenever possible, laying out buttons and other targets in rows rather than columns, and making their devices wide rather than tall and narrow. If only one row of buttons is used, buttons should be tall, allowing for vertical error. Layouts of screen elements such as sliders, scrollbars, or toolbars should also be horizontal so that a finger on the back of a device can operate them in that dimension. Unfortunately, many mobile phones still use traditional telephone keypads that are taller than they are wide.
The index finger was more resilient than the thumb with respect to postural changes. The degradation of the index finger when moving from two hands to one, or when going from the front of the device to the back, was less pronounced than for the thumb, which was affected more negatively by such changes. In particular, the index finger on the front of the device was successful in enough postures that devices could be designed to accommodate an escalation of postures. For example, a device might first be worn on the belt to be operated quickly via the index finger with one hand for common operations (Pirhonen et al., 2002) . When greater engagement is necessary, the device could be removed from the belt, manipulated in one hand using the index finger on the back, and then returned to the belt, perhaps while walking. If still greater engagement is required, the user could hold the device in two hands while the thumb and index finger could both become involved. This type of ''postural escalation'' could provide a model for thinking about how device designs can support increasing levels of interactivity based on posture considerations.
The second study's key finding was that participants' expectation of receiving front-of-device visual feedback of finger movements on the back of a device changed the orientation in which they wrote letters. When the surface on which they articulated their gestures was ''inert,'' offering no expectation of feedback, orientations were generally dominated by motor schemas. But when participants expected the device to portray their movement, a visual schema won out, causing participants' motor patterns to reverse relative to the hands that were making them. This provides the first empirical evidence to support the design of feedback systems for interaction on the back of a device (Wigdor et al., 2007) .
The third study examined participants' ability to make complex gestures on the front and back of a device. These gestures were letters from the EdgeWrite alphabet , and were articulated inside a square plastic hole. Letter speed and accuracy results generally favored the index finger on the front, which also had been the most successful in the first study. Unlike the first study, however, the thumb on the front was faster and more accurate in the letter-making study than the index finger the on the back, which was not the case in the first study, where the index finger on the back was more successful, at least for horizontal movement. These differences may be due to three factors. First, the movement amplitudes from the first study to the third study shrunk, which favored the shorter thumb relative to the longer index finger. Second, the first study separated horizontal from vertical movement, which, as we saw, was quite revealing of their performance differences. The third study, in contrast, involved gestures that were composites of horizontal and vertical motions, and indeed, there were more vertical movements in the EdgeWrite alphabet than horizontal ones. An examination of Fig. 13 reveals that in the 26 letters ''a''-''z'', there are 40.5 vertical movements and 35.5 horizontal ones.
3 Thus, the gestures were less favorable to the index finger on the back, particularly for one hand. Third, EdgeWrite is reliant upon physical edges to provide stability of motion, and edges are known to affect aspects of movement such as variability, accuracy, and speed (Wobbrock, 2003) . It may be that the thumb benefited more from these edges than did the index finger on the back. The results from the first and third studies seem to suggest that the thumb is a better path-maker than it is a pointer. This finding is supported by prior work showing the superiority of the index finger over the thumb as a pointer (Silfverberg et al., 2000) .
A design implication is that the index finger on the back of the device may be better suited to simple 1-D movements, particularly horizontal ones, and that complex gestures should be reserved for the front of the device. Thus, the index finger could serve for scrolling, panning, zooming, manipulating a slider (e.g., volume control), or choosing among a linear set of possible contexts within which actions on the front of the device could work. Indeed, some recent prototypes have begun to explore these ideas, albeit without the performance data provided here Schwesig et al., 2004; Sugimoto and Hiroki, 2006) .
Future work
The three studies presented in this paper indicate multiple directions for future work. The one-handed posture using the index finger on the back of the device has some nice properties for one-handed mobile device interaction: it does not obscure the screen, it does not alter the natural gripping or holding posture, it allows the user to grasp the bulk of the device, not the device's bottom third (Hirotaka, 2003) , and it achieves high throughput for horizontal tasks. A next step would be to design interaction techniques that take advantage of these potential benefits,
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These numbers treat diagonals as 0.5 vertical+0.5 horizontal.
and to evaluate working systems in domain-specific tasks. Although certain prototypes have been mentioned throughout this paper, few of them have been evaluated in real-world settings.
Although lift-off is a common technique for achieving selection on touch screens or touchpads (Potter et al., 1988; Sears and Shneiderman, 1991; Wigdor et al., 2006) , new techniques should be investigated to provide greater robustness and performance for back-of-device target selection. One possibility is a lift-and-tap operation. Unlike the conventional use of tap, where the tapped point is the selection location, with lift-and-tap, the tap point would not be the selection point; instead, the lift-point is the selected location, and tapping anywhere merely confirms this. This scheme obviates the need for accuracy in the tapping operation itself, allowing the lift-point to determine the target. But unlike mere lift-off selection, the tap provides the confirmation, increasing robustness and reducing false positives. The finger could be moved on the back of a device at will, without fear of making accidental selections unless a deliberate tap is made following a lift. If a lift is made without a subsequent tap, no operation occurs.
Another step would be to repeat or extend our experiment using a mobile device while the user is walking or riding in a bus, car, or train. If secondary tasks were involved, the one-handed postures may perform better than those requiring two hands. Although researchers have begun to investigate performance while on the move, few performance studies have been conducted as of this writing. Notable exceptions exist (Lumsden and Brewster, 2003; Lin et al., 2005; Mizobuchi et al., 2005; Oulasvirta et al., 2005; Marentakis and Brewster, 2006) , but these generally have not investigated the performance of hand postures or considered the back of the device as a viable interactive surface. Indeed, the challenges of conducting controlled performance studies in the wild are numerous and difficult.
Another avenue for future work is to conduct a study of two-handed simultaneous interaction on the back of a twohanded mobile device. Our study assumed a mobile phone or PDA form factor, but a new breed of two-handed form factors called ultra mobile personal computers (UMPCs) is emerging. These devices are larger than mobile phones and PDAs and must be carried and operated using two hands. Thus, up to eight fingers can contact the back of the device, but the performance of such postures remains unknown. New prototypes are already considering such form factors Schwesig et al., 2004; Wigdor et al., 2007) , but no studies have been conducted. In particular, it may be interesting to revisit certain twohanded models like the kinematic chain (Guiard, 1987) , and to explore the extent to which back-of-device actions can set a ''reference frame'' while front-of-device actions operate within that frame. Although some two-handed interaction designs have been explored (Hinckley et al., 1998) , they have not linked back-and front-of-device postures in this way. Future studies exploring this issue might also explore how the size of a device impacts performance, since two-handed postures will often be used with devices that are larger than the PDA-or phone-sized device we have studied here.
Future studies could also include relative positioning instead of just absolute positioning as we have done here. With relative positioning, the mobile device would have an on-screen cursor (Wobbrock et al., 2002; Karlson et al., 2005) , and finger movements would cause the cursor to move, much like a mouse. This might reduce the accuracy demands on the fingers, since their actual point of contact with the device would not matter. However, relative positioning introduces the possibility of clutching, which is generally slow and undesirable.
It is important to note that keypad-based interfaces may produce different results than our touch screen results here. Keypad interfaces should be tested, particularly with respect to the use of index fingers on the backs of devices, to see if successful interactions are possible. One difference between the current studies and those using keypads is the need for pressure to depress keys. Another difference is the passive haptic feedback that raised tactile keys provide (Silfverberg, 2003) . It may be the case that highly tactile keys are necessary on the back of a device to provide the index finger with salient cues for accurate targeting. Or, perhaps elevated keys make it too difficult for the index finger to move over the back of the device comfortably. These and other issues must be examined if back-of-device keypads are to become feasible.
Conclusion
We have presented three studies on the performance of hand postures using a mobile device form factor. These studies examined postures composed of one and two hands, index fingers and thumbs, and the front and back of the device. In addition, the differences between horizontal and vertical movements were examined. Our findings indicate that the index finger works well on the front and back of a device, and that the thumb on the front of the device is perhaps less dexterous than we might have hoped. We have also investigated letter orientation on the front and back of the device, showing how the expectation of visual feedback reverses the direction of motor articulation. Furthermore, we showed that users could make letter-like gestures on the front and back of a device, and that the index finger on the front of the device performed best. Taken together, these studies indicate that device designs can go further to leverage a richer set of finger and thumb interactions, and that backof-device performance should be investigated as a viable means for interaction. The data presented here serves as an empirical foundation for these efforts.
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